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Performance, muscle, comfort, convenience and versatility.

You already know that the John Deere 5 Family of tractors is the ultimate in utility tractors, with the versatility and muscle you need to stay productive and get the job done. Now, with John Deere attachments you can enhance your tractor and maximize its performance. Regardless of the job at hand, John Deere attachments fit every need, and add more potential to what you can do.

Need more productivity? Add an Auxiliary work light kit and add more light to your night. Looking for more convenience? Consider adding a Quik coupler to save time with hooking up to your implements and add more productivity to your day. And all our attachments fit perfectly on all tractors in the 5 Family, giving you a more robust, more comfortable tractor.

Read on to discover the latest in John Deere attachments, and at the back of the brochure, take a look at the genuine John Deere parts that keep your tractor running strong. Then, visit your local John Deere dealer to find out how you can Add More value to your tractor.

Engine coolant heater kit (3 cylinder)
Get faster, smoother, easier starts during cold winter months so you can stay productive. Simply plug the kit into a 120-volt electrical outlet to warm the engine. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

Part number and applications:
LV150155: 5003, 5D and 5E Series Tractors

Auxiliary front drive coupler kit
Get dependable auxiliary power to drive a wide range of attachments, including hydraulic pumps and generators. Flexible engine-mounted coupler kit contains everything you need, including hardware. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

Part number and applications:
LVB24989: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

Heavy-duty air intake pre-heater
Keep your tractor running strong in the cold winter months. Kit includes all components needed for easy installation. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

Part number and applications:
LVB25110: 5003, 5025, 5D, 5E, 5E Limited, 5E Narrow and 5M Series Tractors

Hood guards
Shield your tractor from costly repairs and add more protection from brush and debris with John Deere hood guards. Designed to protect the grill and front of the hood when using a loader, our hood guards are built to withstand rough work conditions while you tackle the toughest chores.

Part numbers and applications:
BW15084 (Hood guard): 5025, 5025 Narrow, 5E Limited and 5E Narrow Series Tractors
BW15657 (Hood guard): 5M and 5MH Series Tractors
BW15683 (Brush guard): 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

Radiator clean-out screen kit
Protect your engine from harmful debris and particles with our radiator clean-out screen kit. Includes right- and left-side screen brackets and screen.

Part number and applications:
LVB25787: 5E Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors
**Horizontal side exhaust**
Convert the standard vertical exhaust into a horizontal side exhaust for better field visibility and additional clearance. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

**Part numbers and applications:**
LVB25900: SE Series Tractors
LVB26028: 5D Series Tractors

---

**Single horn kit**
Get immediate attention from those working around you or other vehicles on the road by sounding this horn. Kit includes all needed hardware and components.

**Part numbers and applications:**
LVB25926: 5D and SE Series Tractors
LVB25369: 5025, 5025 Narrow, SE Limited and SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24988: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

---

**Mid-mount dual SCV kit with joystick control**
Eliminate the hassle of switching implements and effortlessly couple and uncouple hydraulic hoses with our mid-mount dual selective control valve (SCV) kit with joystick. Our dual SCV delivers fast loader bucket dump cycles, making it the recommended option for loader operation. And the right-side mounted joystick lets you stay in control.

**Part numbers and applications:**
LVB25826: 5D Series Tractors
LVB25789: SE Limited Series Tractors
LVB25695: SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24993 (Double): 5M, SML and SMH Series Tractors
LVB24995 (Triple): 5M and SMH Series Tractors

---

**Mid fuel tank - 5 cylinder engines**
Add 8.5 gallons (U.S.) to your fuel capacity and reduce the number of stops at the pump with our mid fuel tank. Includes all necessary parts and hardware.

**Part number and applications:**
LVB24998 (Cab tractors only): 5M Series Tractors

---

**Right-hand step and handrail kit**
Get better accessibility to either side of your tractor with this step and handrail kit. The serrated tread design provides a self-cleaning, slip-resistant surface. Easy installation with all hardware included.

**Part number and applications:**
LVB25107: 5105 and 5205 Series Tractors

---

**Skid plate, fuel tank and steering line guarding package**
Extend the life of your tractor by protecting the undercarriage from harmful field debris with our skid plate guarding package. Kit contains hardware and skid plates for both main and inner fuel tank. Compatible with open station and cab tractors. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

**Part numbers and applications:**
LVB25779 (Fuel tank only): 5M and 5ML Series Tractors
LVB26054 (Fuel tank and steering line): 5ML Series Tractors

---

**Single horn kit**
Get immediate attention from those working around you or other vehicles on the road by sounding this horn. Kit includes all needed hardware and components.

**Part numbers and applications:**
LVB25926: 5D and SE Series Tractors
LVB25369: 5025, 5025 Narrow, SE Limited and SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24988: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

---

**Door lock kit**
Keep your cab locked up tight with our door lock kit. Equipped with a new easy-grip handle, this kit features a custom key that is separate from the ignition key.

**Part numbers and applications:**
AL71345 (Cab tractors only): SMH, SE Limited Series Tractors
Air-ride suspension seat
Ride more comfortably over the largest field and roughest terrain with an air seat suspension kit. The vertical and horizontal seat suspension lets you work longer hours with minimal operator fatigue. Arm rest included. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

Part numbers and applications:
LVB24983: 5025 Narrow, SE Limited and 5E Narrow Series Tractors
LVB243291: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

Auxiliary loader light kit
Improve your night vision when working long past sunset with this auxiliary loader light kit. This kit delivers the right amount of light for fast, efficient loader work.

Part numbers and applications:
LVB25702: 5025, 5603 and 5E Limited Series Tractors
LVB24997: 5M Series Tractors

Beacon lights
Make yourself and your tractor more visible to others with a rotating, high-intensity beacon light. For your convenience, a cab-mounted rocker switch turns the light on and off.

Part number and applications:
LVB25713: 5025, SE, 5MH, SE Limited and 5M Series Tractors

PowrReverser™ modulation control kit
Change the forward/reverse modulation of your tractor’s PowrReverser transmission with a simple dial located near the steering column. Multiple speed settings give you the flexibility to control the modulation so you get the best performance for the job at hand.

Part number and applications:
LVB25727: 5025, 5025 Narrow, 5025H, SE Limited, 5M, 5MH and SE Narrow Series Tractors

Beacon lights
Make yourself and your tractor more visible to others with a rotating, high-intensity beacon light. For your convenience, a cab-mounted rocker switch turns the light on and off.

Part number and applications:
LVB25713: 5025, SE, 5MH, SE Limited and 5M Series Tractors

Brake light kit
Replace that broken brake light with our complete brake light kit. Includes all hardware and components to get your lights shining bright.

Part number and applications:
LVB25729 (Cab tractors only): 5025, 5603, SE Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

Instructional seat
Provides the perfect spot for trainees and technicians to properly observe daily operations and tasks without interfering with the operator. Includes a retractable seat belt and functional netting for additional cab storage.

Part number and applications:
LVB25717 (Cab tractors only): 5M, 5MH and 5025 Series Tractors

Auxiliary work light kit
Increase productivity with our auxiliary work light kit. The round halogen lights mount to the roof of your cab, providing a great source of extra lighting for the front or rear (or both) of your tractor. Includes all hardware and components.

Part numbers and applications:
LVB25720: 5025, SE Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors
LVB25547: 5D and 5E Series Tractors
**Manually-adjustable telescopic mirror**

Get a wide view of your implements and feel confident every time you back up in tight quarters using this telescopic mirror. Simply mount to your cab, then manually extend the length of the arm to fit your view. Right- and left-hand mirror kits are available.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- AL80126 Left-hand mirror: 5025, 5603, 5E Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors
- AL80127 Right-hand mirror: 5025, 5603, 5E Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

---

**Exterior mirror kit**

Bolt an external mirror kit to the right or left side of the cab frame for even more rear visibility. The kit’s rigid design stands up to the harshest conditions. Hardware and components included.

**Part number and applications:**
- LV100112: 5E Narrow and 5025 Narrow Series Tractors

---

**Rear fender extension kit**

Add more protection and shield your tractor and implements from harmful damage caused by rocks and other field debris with these fenders. Kit includes left and right fender extensions and mounting hardware.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25714 (Cab tractors): 5E Limited, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors
- LVB25066 (Open station tractors): 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

---

**Electrohydraulic hitch switch kit**

Raise and lower your 3-point hitch faster and easier than before with our right-hand fender switch kit. This switch lets you raise and lower the hitch while standing on either side of your tractor.

**Part number and applications:**
- LVB25716: 5025, 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

---

**Canopies**

Protect yourself from the sun’s intense UV rays and inclement weather with a durable canopy. Simply attach the canopy to your tractor’s ROPS, adjust the front/aft height levels to suit you, and you’re ready to go. Deluxe canopy includes four safety lights (two front, two back) and a heat- and noise-absorbing foam pad. See your John Deere dealer for details today.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25334: 5D, 5E, 5M, 5003, 5005, 5020, 5025
- LVB25539 (deluxe): 5020 and 5003 Series Tractors
- LVB25785 (deluxe): 5025, 5D, 5E, SMH and 5M Series Tractors

---

**Power strip (6 outlets)**

Provides six additional outlets for powering all your additional electrical equipment. Additional adapters are available.

**Part number and applications:**
- RE68495 (Cab tractors only): 5M and 5E Series Tractors
**Power beyond adaptor kit**
Provide live hydraulic power to implements that have an open-center control valve. This kit is required for installing a backhoe on your tractor. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25788: 5D and 5E Series Tractors
- LVB25367: 5E Limited Series Tractors
- LVB25697: 5025, 5025 Narrow and 5E Narrow Series Tractors
- LVB24996: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

**Quik coupler**
Attach your implement with confidence and ease using our tubular box-welded steel quik coupler.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25976: 5 Series Tractors (except 5115M) (Category I)
- TY16042: 5 Series Tractors (Category II)

**Backup alarm kits**
Alert those working around you with an alarm that automatically sounds when you put your tractor in reverse. The kit is rear-mounted, provides optimum clearance and visibility to your three-point hitch, and satisfies both safety regulations and governmental bid requirements. In Canada, laws and regulations vary by province; see your John Deere dealer for details.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25728: 5025 Narrow, 5025, 5E and 5E Narrow Series Tractors
- LVB25817: 5003 and 5E Series Tractors
- LVB25022: 5M and 5MH Series Tractors

**Accessory Mounting Bracket Kit**
The new mounting bracket kit allows the operator to mount, adjust and position key controls and displays within the cab for maximum accessibility without compromising visibility. Compatible with Utility, Row Crop, and Four-wheel Drive Tractors, or wherever additional monitors are needed.

**Part number and applications:**
- RE343680: 5 Series Cab Tractors that meet the following mounting criteria:
  - on the front right post or on the rear right post (two mounting bosses for mounting bracket hardware required)

**Quik coupler**
Attach your implement with confidence and ease using our tubular box-welded steel quik coupler.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25976: S Series Tractors (except 5115M) (Category I)
- TY16042: S Series Tractors (Category II)

**Dual rear SCV kit with lever controls**
Attach a wider range of implements than ever before with our dual rear selective control valve (SCV) kit. Easy lever controls are included for your convenience.

**Part numbers and applications:**
- LVB25771: 5E Series Tractors and select 5103-5403 Series Tractors
- LVB26049: 5603 and 5E Limited Series Tractors
- LVB24991: 5M and 5MH Series Open Station Tractors

**Triple mid-hydraulic control valve kit with joystick control**
Reduce the muscle required to switch implements and couple and uncouple hydraulic hoses with ease. The triple mid-mount valve increases versatility by allowing operators to use any implement requiring third-function hydraulics. Fits all 5603 and 5E Limited Tractors with dual mid-selective control valves (SCV) installed.

**Part number and applications:**
- LVB26101: 5E Series Tractors
Stay in the field with genuine John Deere parts

MFWD front fenders
Protect yourself and your operator station from unwanted dirt and debris with our mechanical front-wheel drive (MFWD) front fenders. Perfect for traveling from severe conditions to transport speeds. Recommended for use with 11.2-24 and 12.4-24 tires.
Not compatible with loaders or high-crop tractors.
Part number and applications:
AL180330: 5025, 5603, SE Limited and 5M Series Tractors

Toolboxes
Maximize uptime and ensure that you’re equipped with all the tools you’ll need in the field. These heavy-duty toolboxes stand up to the toughest conditions and can be mounted in several convenient locations on your tractor.
Part number and applications:
RE64682 (Plastic): 5000, 5010, 5020, 5025 and SE Series Tractors

Lockable fuel cap
Protect your tractor from vandalism and fuel theft with our lockable fuel cap. Designed to fit on current and previous tractor models.
Part number and applications:
AL113087: 5603, 5020, 5025, SE and SM Series Tractors

Three-speed PTO kit
Save up to one gallon (U.S.) of fuel per hour with this three-speed PTO kit. The various RPM speeds allow for standard PTO operations for higher power needs within the constant power range.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25718: 5025 and SE Limited Series Tractors
LVB25719: 5025 Narrow and SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24999: 5M, 5MH and 5ML Series Tractors

Parts OnSite™
More than a parts cabinet, John Deere’s Parts OnSite program is your total parts solution. Work with your dealer to stock just the right parts for your operation – on your premises – which means more uptime and productivity, and no more waiting in line. Optional storage cabinet also available. See your John Deere dealer for details.

MFWD front fenders
Protect yourself and your operator station from unwanted dirt and debris with our mechanical front-wheel drive (MFWD) front fenders. Perfect for traveling from severe conditions to transport speeds. Recommended for use with 11.2-24 and 12.4-24 tires.
Not compatible with loaders or high-crop tractors.
Part number and applications:
AL180330: 5025, 5603, SE Limited and 5M Series Tractors

Toolboxes
Maximize uptime and ensure that you’re equipped with all the tools you’ll need in the field. These heavy-duty toolboxes stand up to the toughest conditions and can be mounted in several convenient locations on your tractor.
Part number and applications:
RE64682 (Plastic): 5000, 5010, 5020, 5025 and SE Series Tractors

Lockable fuel cap
Protect your tractor from vandalism and fuel theft with our lockable fuel cap. Designed to fit on current and previous tractor models.
Part number and applications:
AL113087: 5603, 5020, 5025, SE and SM Series Tractors

Three-speed PTO kit
Save up to one gallon (U.S.) of fuel per hour with this three-speed PTO kit. The various RPM speeds allow for standard PTO operations for higher power needs within the constant power range.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25718: 5025 and SE Limited Series Tractors
LVB25719: 5025 Narrow and SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24999: 5M, 5MH and 5ML Series Tractors

Parts OnSite™
More than a parts cabinet, John Deere’s Parts OnSite program is your total parts solution. Work with your dealer to stock just the right parts for your operation – on your premises – which means more uptime and productivity, and no more waiting in line. Optional storage cabinet also available. See your John Deere dealer for details.

MFWD front fenders
Protect yourself and your operator station from unwanted dirt and debris with our mechanical front-wheel drive (MFWD) front fenders. Perfect for traveling from severe conditions to transport speeds. Recommended for use with 11.2-24 and 12.4-24 tires.
Not compatible with loaders or high-crop tractors.
Part number and applications:
AL180330: 5025, 5603, SE Limited and 5M Series Tractors

Toolboxes
Maximize uptime and ensure that you’re equipped with all the tools you’ll need in the field. These heavy-duty toolboxes stand up to the toughest conditions and can be mounted in several convenient locations on your tractor.
Part number and applications:
RE64682 (Plastic): 5000, 5010, 5020, 5025 and SE Series Tractors

Lockable fuel cap
Protect your tractor from vandalism and fuel theft with our lockable fuel cap. Designed to fit on current and previous tractor models.
Part number and applications:
AL113087: 5603, 5020, 5025, SE and SM Series Tractors

Three-speed PTO kit
Save up to one gallon (U.S.) of fuel per hour with this three-speed PTO kit. The various RPM speeds allow for standard PTO operations for higher power needs within the constant power range.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25718: 5025 and SE Limited Series Tractors
LVB25719: 5025 Narrow and SE Narrow Series Tractors
LVB24999: 5M, 5MH and 5ML Series Tractors

Parts OnSite™
More than a parts cabinet, John Deere’s Parts OnSite program is your total parts solution. Work with your dealer to stock just the right parts for your operation – on your premises – which means more uptime and productivity, and no more waiting in line. Optional storage cabinet also available. See your John Deere dealer for details.
See your dealer for the John Deere difference.

At John Deere, you’ll find the best parts availability, the most responsive service support and the best product information in the industry. Nobody supports you like we do. That’s the John Deere difference.

For a complete list of all parts, visit JDParts.JohnDeere.com or stop in and see us for the tractor parts and attachments you need.